§ 1. In measuring electrical resistance by the method of Lorenz i have to determine the coefficient of mutual induction of a helix wire and the circumference of a rotating circular disc placed coa: ally with it, the mean planes of the helix and the disc beix coincident.
In a paper presented to the Physical Society i November, 1888, I gave a method of calculating this coefficient; bi subsequent consideration of the problem in connection with tl Lorenz apparatus recently made for the McGill University, Montrea has led me both to a simplification of the method previously de cribed, and also to a more general solution. 
log (p® , + C +jo2®a2) dp A a cos 0 log (/-©, -f \/a*+J5*®i2) d0 We may now proceed,in two ways-either by expanding t logarithmic expression in powers of »/«, which leads to a series limited application since it is convergent only so long as a? < Aor by integration by parts which leads to an expression applica for all values of x. 
, and the dotting of a function denotes differentiai with l-egard to c. I t will he observed th a t Q0 and Q_i are respectively the complete ptic integrals (F and E ) of the first and second kinds with regard modulus c. Then we can find by a double application of (v) a relation between 1 +i, K w, and K w_lt viz. 
The value of M® given above obtained in 1896 by was
IV. Rhodes un d er the direction of Prof. A yrton in the Physical ; boratory of th e C entral In stitu tio n , in which the Lorenz apparatus the M cGill U niversity was tested by Prof. A yrton and myself (ppendix to th e R eport of th e E lectrical S tan d ard s Committee the B ritish Association, 1897). The calculation was made by the -new hat laborious m ethod indicated in m y paper " On the D eternation of th e Specific R esistance of M ercury in Absolute sasure." * I t was checked by Mr. M ather, and subsequently I Iculated M© afresh by the m ethod given here. § 7. I t is im portant in practice to determ ine th e change in M© conquent on sm all changes in A, a, and x, both for th e calculation of e effect on M© of small errors of m easurem ent, and because from ne to tim e th e disc of any Lorenz apparatus needs to be re-ground place, and possibly th e coil, ow ing to a breakdown in insulation, ay sometimes need to be re-w ound.
It may be shown by direct differentiation using relation (iii) ?tween the P functions and th eir differential coefficients th a t here
nd d, e have th eir former significations. W has already been found a calculating M@; and T and V are easily calculable from the known alues of K", K b K 2, K 3, &c.
Since M© is a homogeneous function of the first degree in l, a, x it follows th at q + r + s = 1, as is obvious in bove given. JC sin /3 cos /3 ( y _ n )
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These elliptic integrals, com plete a n d incom plete, may be conveniently lalculated by successive quadric transform ations, as shown in lay ley, Chap. X III. This result afforded a sufficiently satisfactory proof of the acetJL« the calculations, seeing that the result in § 8 was obtained bv ^ application of equations (3) and (5), and that it approximated5 closely to the result just given. The approximation would be ® closer if we had taken account of the neglected terms of the seri K8 and K9. wri> § 11. To find corresponding general expressions for the rates variation of M© with A, a, and a; it is simplest to revert to t expression = cos01og(^+v/l+?)^-Ij ( F -n ) } , 
It is readily deducible from equations (7) that
q + r + s = i.
Mutual induction o f a Circle and a Coaxial
, SfC. 201 /in M© lias been calculated by (6) it is a sim ple m atter to nlate g, r , s by tbe above equations. Let the current in th e circle be < yc, and the current per unit length f the cylindrical sheet 7 ; and let the potential energy ot the circulai urrent and the current sheet be M'. (2), and noting that 7* = 2^P7 where 7 is the current per unit length of the helix measured pai allel to the axis, we see that the potential energy of the circle and coaxial helix is identically the same as the potential energy of the circle and a uniform coaxial circular cylindrical current sheet of the same radial and axial dimensions as the helix, if the currents per unit length in helix and sheet be the same.*
On the Potential Energy of a Helical Current and a Uniform Coaxial
Circular Cylindrical Current Sheet, § 13. If we attempt to integrate the general expression for the coefficient of mutual induction in the case of two coaxial helices we are brought face to face with functions which indeed deserve the attention of mathematicians, but do not at present lend themselves to calculation.
For many practical purposes, however, it will be equally useful to calculate the potential energy of a helix and a coaxial uniform circular cylindrical current sheet, or of two coaxial uniform circular cylindrical current sheets; and this potential energy is expressible in terms of elliptic integrals.
Let the equations to a helical current be as before, 
M utual Induction
Let the equations to a coaxial circular cylindrical current sheet be y -a cos 0, -sin 0, i ends being at distances x u x 2 from the origin. Let yh be the cu rren t in the helix, and let 7 be the current per un it ngth of the uniform cu rrent sheet. Then if M' is the potential lergy of the helical cu rren t and the current sheet we have V L1
A a cos 0 where 7, 7' are the currents per unit length in the sheets. § 14. To find the force between a helical current and a coaxial circular cylindrical uniform current sheet we have to differentiate the potential energy as expressed in equation (9) T ake any cylindrical sheet developed by th e rectilinear translate of a given closed curve, and let the sheet be the seat of a uniform distrib u ted current, the current lines being successive positions of tl given curve as by its translation it developes th e sheet. Let tl cu rren t p er u n it length of the sheet be 7. F urther, let Mi be tl coefficient of m utual induction of the given curve in its first positic and any second fixed curve, and M2the coefficient of m utual inductio of the given curve in its last position and the second c u rv e ; and k 72 be the cu rrent in the second curve.
Then the force betw een the cu rren t sheet and the second cixrv resolved parallel to the direction of translation of the given curve a it developes th e sheet is given by th e form ula-F = 727(M2-M 1).
F or let the direction of translation be taken as the axis of x ; ant let M# be the coefficient of m utual induction of the given curve b any interm ediate position defined by the co-ordinate x, i.e., of elem ent of the current sheet, and the second curve. Then the fore* resolved parallel to x between the elem ent of the current sheet the second curve = 72 • 7 dx • dMx/dx, and the total force so resolved between the current sheet and second curve
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A.s special cases, we have equation (11) reducing the calculation of I j force between a circular cylindrical uniform current sheet and a i ixial helical current to the calculation of the coefficients of m utual luction of the helix and the circular ends of the s h e e t; and the apler case of the force betw een a circular cylindrical uniform , rrent sheet and a circular current, which is obtained from th e dculations of th e coefficients of m utual induction of the circle and 13 circular ends of th e sheet. I hope th a t equation (11) may be of service in the accurate calcuion of the constants of cu rrent w eighing apparatus. My attention is drawn to the m atter from th is point of view in consequence of e R eport of the E lectrical S tandards Com m ittee of the B ritish ssociation made a t Toronto, in w hich m ention is made of the lportance of re-determ ining the ampere.
March 31, 1898.
The LORD L IS T E R , F.R.C.S., D.C.L., President, in the Chair. P relim inary communications upon the results of the recent Solar iclipse were made by the following member's of the expeditions :-The Astronom er Royal, S ir J. Norm an Lockyer, K.C.B., Professor H. Turner, Dr. R. Copeland, and C aptain E. H. H ills, R.E., and r. II. P. Newall.
The Society adjourned over the E aster Recess to Thursday, pril 28. * Professor A. Gray has pointed out to me that this result may be deduced from ie consideration that the removal of an element from one end of the sheet to the her is equivalent to a small motion of the sheet parallel to its generating lines. -J. Y. J., April 21, 1898.
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